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(ABSTRACT)

The construction industry needs an accurate real—time positioning system. Such
a system, if successfully implemented, would lead to signiiicant increases in the

performance of many construction operations. This thesis presents the Automated Laser

Position System (ALPS) for accurate real-time positioning. ALPS is a spin—off of the

Automated Position And Control System (APAC) research, sponsored by the National

Science Foundation under grant DMC-8717476.

The ALPS concept has three primary components: a rotation laser, laser

detectors and a central processing unit. ALPS generates both horizontal (X,Y) and

vertical (Z) position information. It is mathematically predicted that ALPS could

produce accuracies of i 17 mm in the horizontal and i 5,9 mm in the vertical, at a

range of 40() m. Position measurements would be updated 50 times a second.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis presents the Automated Laser Position System (ALPS). The

presentation includes the concepts of ALPS and its performance characteristics using

selected components. The goal of this thesis is to complete the conceptual and

theoretical developments of the ALPS system so that prototype development and

testing may begin.

Funding for this thesis has been provided by the National Science Foundation

(NSF) under grant DMC·8717476. This grant is a result of NSF’s construction

automation initiative. The research provided for under this grant is a joint effort of

the Civil Engineering and Electrical Engineering Departments at Virginia Polytechnic

Institute and State University.

1.1 The Setting for Work in Real-Time Positioning _

The development of systems which provide accurate, real·time position of

stationary and moving objects is an important event for the construction industry.

Currently, accurate position is obtained by using methods of transit, rod, and chain.

Even though electronic distance measurement systems and total stations have

improved measurements capabilities, position methods remain slow and laborious.

1
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A fundamental change in position technology is needed. This new technology

should provide &CC\11°&tC, real-time position in the construction environment.

A new era of construction performance awaits this new position technology

if it can be successfully implemented. As a result, signiticant increases in the

productivity of equipment are likely. Increases in productivity will result from a

reduction in the wait time for position information. Fewer people will be necessary

to provide position information, since operators of equipment could receive this

information directly. Consequently, operations such as excavation and grading will

become more productive and precise.

New position technology will allow the entry of automated equipment into

many areas of construction. This technology will be the link between autonomous

equipment and computed-aided—design (CAD) systems, thus allowing equipment to

orient itself in the real and CAD environments simultaneously. [Beliveau,l987] The

automation of operations from excavation to inventory control and handling will be

possible. Position systems which achieve subcentimeter accuracy will be suited for

fme position applications, such as anchor bolts and grading/paving operations.

[Beliveau & Vorster,l988]

A fundamental change in position technology can lead to a revolutionary

change in the way construction operations are carried out. Then potential

applications for such technology are only limited by the ingenuity of its users.
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1.1.1 Demand for Position Technology by the U.S. Military

The U.S. military is looking at ways to use accurate, real-time position
technology, once it becomes available. The Army, Air Force and Navy are
developing automated systems in anticipation of accurate real-time position
capability. The Army is interested in developing systems which will automate mine
clearing operations. The Air Force is developing systems which will automate
equipment for runway repair. The Navy is developing construction automation
systems. The Navy’s development effort is based on an anticipated shortage of
skilled equipment operators in the future. [Ward,1987]

The Navy’s requirements for accuracy are 50 mm (2 inches) in the X, Y
coordinates and 6.4 mm (1/,, inch) in the Z coordinate. [Ward,1987] It is postulated
that the Army and Air Force have similar requirements for accuracy. It is assumed

, that a position system for the military must also meet the criteria of detectability,

jam resistivity, and reliability.

Detectability is the probability of being discovered through the monitoring of

radiation (i.e. light, sound, radio frequency). A low detectability is desirable for

military applications. Position systems which generate small amounts of radiation are
favorable. .

Jam resistivity is the_ ability to withstand interference sent to impair a
system. A high jam resistance is desirable for military applications. Systems which
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have complex modulation, or high directionality, tend to minimize the chance of

being impaired by jamming.

Reliability is the probability that a system will function under given

circumstances. Systems which are based on mature technology generally have a

higher reliability.

The military will likely compare new position systems based on accuracy,

detectability, jam resistivity and reliability. The military’s specifications for

detectability, jam resistance and reliability of new position systems are not known at

this time.

1.1.2 The Automated Position and Control System - APAC

Several position systems are currently under development. One system is the

Automated Position and Control System (APAC) being developed at Virginia Tech.

The APAC system uses a beacon which transmits electromagnetic waves. These

waves are received by antennas placed around a site. Analysis of the wave phase

information received at each antenna yields the difference in distance between the

beacon and any pair of antennas. The position of the beacon is then determined by

triangulation. [Beliveau, 1987]

The current system is expected to achieve a root mean square (rms)

accuracy of 100 mm. Although this system will be suitable for some application,

position systems having higher accuracies will have a much broader range of

applications.
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1 1.1.3 A Laser Position System For General Construction & Military

1
Applications.

A real·time position system with high position accuracy has been envisioned.

The system uses a rotating laser and laser detectors which are similar to those

currently used in the construction industry. This system is capable of generating the

position of both stationary and moving objects, and is expected to yield centimeter

horizontal accuracy and subcentimeter vertical accuracy. This position system has

been named the Automated Laser Position System, or ALPS.

An attractive aspect of the ALPS system is that it is based on laser

technology. Lasers have been established in the construction industry as reliable

and productivity enhancing tools. Lasers are also directional and generate very little

radiation, which makes them attractive for the military. Directionality makes lasers

difficult to jam. The small amount of radiation produced by lasers makes them

difficult to detect.

It appears that ALPS will be well suited for both general construction and

military applications. _

1.2 Background

Work toward advancing position technology is under way at Virginia

Polytechnic Institute and State University. Three position systems are currently

under study: the Automated Position and Control (APAC), CCD Cameras, and the
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I
Automated Laser Position System (ALPS). A brief description of these systems

follows.

The Automated Position and Control (APAC) system is a product of research

funded by the National Science Foundation. This research is a joint effort of the

Civil and Electrical Engineering departments at Virginia Tech. APAC represents a

step toward aCCu1‘at€, real-time position for both stationary and moving objects. A

description of the APAC system was given in section 1.1.

The CCD Camera system is a position system which employs high resolution

cameras. This camera position system is based on stereoscopy. The CCD camera

system is expected to provide subcentimeter accuracy.
I

The Automated Laser Position System (ALPS), which is the focus of this

thesis, is currently in the conceptual stages of development. ALPS is further

discussed below.

1.3 The Automated Laser Position System - ALPS

The ALPS position system uses a rotating laser, which is placed at the point

or on the vehicle to be positioned. The laser produces a narrow beam of light _

which is rotated in a plane, at a constant rate. l As the laser rotates, it sweeps across

laser detectors which are in known locations. Each laser detector generates a time

and vertical location of the crossing laser beam. These data are sent to a central

processing unit (CPU) via communication links.
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The CPU converts the time data into angles. These angles provide the

necessary information to solve for the horizontal position (X & Y) by resection.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the concept of ALPS in the horizontal plane. The

determination of horizontal position is further discussed is chapter 2.

The vertical position (Z) of the rotating laser is found by using vertical

location data. This data establishes the plane of the rotating laser. The vertical

position is found by locating the previously found horizontal position in this plane.

The concept of ALPS for vertical position is illustrated in figure 1.2. The

determination of vertical position is further discussed in chapter 2.

1.4 Methodology

The development of ALPS began with a study of the current laser systems

used in construction. The performance of these laser systems was determined

through product literature, telephone interviews, and testing. The performance

information revealed limitations preventing these systems from direct application to

the ALPS concept. Understanding of these limitations was developed through a

literature review, testing, and interviews with persons knowledgeable in the limiting

areas. With this understanding, performance requirements and conceptual designs

were generated.

The focus of this paper is the conceptual design and expected performance of

ALPS using selected components. The discussion of ALPS is presented in the

following manner.
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Chapter 2 is a discussion of the primary components used in ALPS. This

chapter is divided into sections which discuss each of these components separately.

The discussions include performance, design, and currently manufactured equipment

specifrcations. The performance of manufactured components is determined. This is

to show that components exist which can be used in an ALPS system of reasonable

accuracy. No attempt is made to optimize component selection. Chapter 2 also

discusses supplementary topics.

Chapter 3 is a discussion of the overall system performance. It presents the

influence of the atrnosphere on the accuracy of position measurements. The chapter

also summarizes the primary components’ contributions to system accuracy. The

expected position accuracy for both stationary points and moving vehicles is

presented. A ’worst-case’ philosophy is followed in predicting accuracy, which

results in a conservative estimate for position accuracy. Chapter 3 also includes a

brief discussion of reliability.

Chapter 4 consists of a summary of ALPS and recommendations for the

construction of a working system. Chapter 5 is the conclusion to this thesis.

Although ALPS is presented as a possible link for positioning autonomous

equipment in a CAD environment, neither CAD interfaces nor control of

autonomous equipment is discussed. The effects of pitch and roll on the capabilities

of ALPS is not discussed in this thesis.
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A number of complex issues came to light during the preparation of this
thesis. These are discussed briefly in the main text, with details presented in the
Appendices.

Appendix A discusses the properties of lasers. The purpose of this
discussion is to explain the theory of lasers to readers who are not familiar with it.
Appendix B discusses laser beam propagation. This is a complex phenomenon,
which has a strong impact on the achievable accuracy of laser positioning systems.
Expected values for propagation are given in chapters 2 and 3; however, the testing
and theory behind these values are presented in Appendix B. Appendix C
discusses photodetectors. This discussion is presented so that readers outside the
field of electronics can achieve a better understanding of photodetectors. Silicon
photodiodes are discussed at length, since these photodetectors should provide the
best performance in ALPS.

C
Manufactured components are discussed throughout this thesis. Appendix D

contains the manufacturers’ specifications of some components which could be used
in an ALPS system.

A distance of 400 meters is used in all evaluations of performance
discussed in this thesis. The purpose of using. this distance is to provide a
consistent reference so that the reader may develop a feel for the performance of
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the system. The use of this consistent distance also bounds the scope of the work
to practical limits.
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CHAPTER 2

PRIMARY COMPONENTS & SUPPLEMENTARY TOPICS

The horizontal position (X,Y) of a point can be found if the horizontal

angles to three points of known location are measured. The procedure allowing this

determination is called resection and is a special case of triangulation. [Wolf &

Brinker,1989]

Resection is used in ALPS for determining horizontal position. ALPS uses a

directional light source positioned at an unknown point which is rotated at a

constant rate. The light sweeps across detectors which are in known positions.

Horizontal angles to the three detectors are found through times measurements of

the rotating light. These angles provide the information necessary to find the

position of the light source by means of resection. Figure 2.1 illustrates the use of

resection in ALPS.

The ALPS system has three primary components; 1) a rotating laser source,

2) laser detectors, and 3) a central processing unit (CPU). The conceptual design

and performance of these components are discussed in this chapter.

Section 2.1 discusses the design and performance of the laser source.

Included in this discussion are the important elements for selecting a laser, the

performance of one appropriate laser, and the rotation mechanism.

13
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Section 2.2 discusses the design and performance of the laser detector.

Included in this discussion are photodetectors, a processor/clock, and the structure of

the laser detector.

Section 2.3 discusses the computations performed by the CPU. This

discussion includes the horizontal position calculations for both stationary and

moving positions.

Section 2.4 discusses some supplemental topics. Included in this discussion

are the topics of time of travel (speed of light), calibration, and multiple laser

sources.

2.1 Laser Source

The light source has two functions: 1) to produce a directional beam of light,

and 2) to rotate the beam around the vertical axis. The conceptual design and

expected performance of these two functions are discussed in subsections 2.1.1 and

2.1.3. Subsection 2.1.2 discusses the performance of a Helium-Neon laser.

2.1.1 Directional Light Source

The most important characteristic for the light source is the ability to travel

in a straight path. Position accuracy is lost if the paths from the light source to the

detectors are not straight. Laser light travels in essentially a straight path and
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makes an excellent light source for this application. Laser light can propagate

through the atmosphere for long distances (several kilometers) with only a small

amount of deviation or spread (a few centimeters). Laser light is also

monochromatic, which means that it consists of a single wavelength. The advantage

of monochromatic light will be discussed in section 2.2.1. Appendix B discusses

laser light production and characteristics. The discussion in Appendix B is provided

for the reader who would like to learn more about the principles behind lasers.

Three propagation effects must be considered in the selection of a laser.

These effects are spread, attenuation and beam steer. The selection of an

appropriate laser depends on the understanding of these three effects.

Spread of a laser beam is caused by the phenomenon of diffraction.

Diffraction induces an angle of spread to the laser beam, which is a constant for a

given wavelength and transmitting aperture. The larger the wavelength for a fixed ~

transmitting aperture size, the greater the angle of spread. A small angle of spread

is desirable in ALPS, as it will minimize the decay of the laser beam power

density. Minimizing this decay increases the usable range of the laser. Appendix

B.2.1 supplements the discussion of diffraction and its effect on spread.

Atmospheric attenuation is the reduction in power of a laser beam caused by

the atmosphere. Attenuation has two components, absorption and scatter. The

absorption of light energy is caused by the molecular constituents of the atmosphere,

such as O2, CO2, and H2O. The scatter of light energy is due to particles such as

dust and fog, which are large compared to the wavelength of light. Both
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by absorption and/or scatter, while others are only slightly affected or not

at all. A low attenuation coefticient increases the usable range of the laser.

Appendix B.3.1 discusses attenuation in detail. Specifically, this subsection of

Appendix B shows the attenuation for a range of wavelengths.

Beam steer is a phenomenon which redirects the travel of a beam of light as

it propagates through the atmosphere. Beam steer is controlled by several factors.

These factors include range, wavelength, transmitting aperture, and the amount of

turbulence in the atmosphere. The interaction of these factors is explained in

Appendix B.3.2.1.

Reliability is another consideration for selection of a laser. Expected lifetime

and maturity of design are indicators of the reliability of a system.

The criteria of diffraction, attenuation, beam steer, and reliability are used to

evaluate lasers for ALPS. A Helium-Neon laser transmitting 2 mw with a

transmitting aperture of 10 mm is commonly used in the construction industry for

aligning and grading. It is postulated that since this laser is suited for use in

aligning and grading operations, it is also suited for uses in ALPS. An evaluation

of the performance of the He—Ne laser against the above criteria is presented below.

2.1.2 Performance of a Helium-Neon Laser

The He—Ne laser produces a light beam having a 0.6328 micron wavelength.

This wavelength is near the infrared range and is visible to the human eye. The
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performance of the He-Ne laser can be determined mathematically, and this

performance is presented in the following subsections.

A propagation test of the He-Ne laser has been perfomied and is described

in Appendix B. The results of this test and a comparison with the performance

predicted here are presented in Chapter 3. A detailed discussion of beam steer is

presented in Appendix B.2.1.

2.1.2.1 Spread

The spread of a laser beam is a factor in selecting an appropriate laser

design. The predicted spread for a He-Ne laser with a 10 mm aperture is presented

below.

The spread of a laser beam is predicted by the formula: [Milonni &

Eberly,1988] Ä

where: 9 = spread (rad)

A = wavelength (m)

D = transmitting aperture (m)

9 = 75 urad is calculated for the He-Ne laser. This value of spread leads to a

beam diameter of 60 mm at 400 m.

The spreading of the beam causes a reduction in its power density. A

spread ratio can be determined by taking the cross-sectional area of the beam at the
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source, and dividing it by the area of the beam at a specified range. The spread

ratio gives the ideal power density of the laser beam at a specific range. For

example, the spread ratio of the laser beam at a range of 400 m is
‘/,6

.

spread ratio = (w(1)’/4) / (vr(6)2/4)

= 1/36

2.1.2.2 Attenuation

Attenuation of a laser beam is a factor in selecting an appropriate laser. The

attenuation for a laser beam produced by a He—Ne laser is discussed below.

Attenuation is a function of wavelength. The two components of attenuation

are absorption and scatter. The He-Ne laser produces a beam having a wavelength

of 0.6328 microns. The absorption of this wavelength of light by the atmosphere is

so small that it is considered to be zero. Scatter, however, does cause appreciable

attenuation. The formula for attenuation due to scatter is: [Pratt,1969]
-o.sssu"° 1

where: Ta = attenuation coefficient due to
scatter

1/ = visual range (km)2

‘See Appendix B.2 for source and derivation of the formula.

2Visual range is the distance which can be seen during daylight conditions.
For example, moderate fog has a visual range of 0.5 km, clear has a visual range of
15 km.
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Ä = wavelength (microns)

R = range (m)

The attenuation coefficient is the percentage of transmitted light received at a

specific range from the source. Values of this coefficient range from 5.34% to

94.87% for the He-Ne laser at a range of 400 m. These values represent

differences in visual conditions from moderately foggy to standard clear,

respectively.

The attenuation coefficient can be multiplied by the corresponding spread

ratio (subsection 2.2.2.1) to get the received power at a distance from the source.

Received power has the formula:

Received Power = Trans. Power density * Spread Ratio * Attuation Coef.

For example, the received power of the He-Ne laser transmitting a power density of

20 uw/mm over a 400 meter range under moderately foggy conditions is calculated

as:

Received Power = 20 uw/mm2 * 1/36 * 5.34%

= 29.67 uw/mm2
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2.1.2.3 Beam Steer

Beam steer is a function of wavelength, transmitting aperture, range and

turbulence. Beam steer is the amount of beam deviation from a straigth path, and it

can be predicted by the following equation:

68 = 0.767 ( Q) gn RW °

where: 68 = beam steer (rad)

D = transmitting aperture diameter (m)

A = wavelength (m)
CR = turbulence factor(m"")

R = range (m)

This equation provides the standard deviation of beam steer. for a situation defined

by the parameters.

Since beam steer is Rayleigh distributed", a 99.9% confidence value of the

maximum deviation can be found by multiplying the standard deviation by 3.

[Davis,1966] The confidence value is 4.08 x10" radians, assuming strong

turbulence and a range of 400 meters. This value indicates that the angular deviation

’See Appendix B.2 for source and derivation of the formula. ·

"'I'he Rayleigh distribution is the combination of two normally distributed
variates, having the same variance, but which are not correlated. The Rayleigh
distribution is further discussed in section 3.1.
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will be less than 48 grad 99.9% of the time, for the above parameters. Another

way of looking at this deviation is by converting the angular deviation to a
deviation in the plane of the receiver. 48 grad converts to a 16.3 mm deviation in

the receiver plane for a range of 400 m.

2.1.2.4 Reliability

Reliability is an important consideration in selecting the laser for ALPS.

Over the past twenty years, Helium—Neon lasers have performed reliably in the

construction environment. Despite the fact that ALPS requires the laser to operate

in a more dynamic situation than is common in normal applications, reliability is

not expected to be a problem. He-Ne lasers are manufactured having a

15,000-22,000 hour expected lifetime. [SME,l986]

2.1.3 Rotation of the Beam at a Constant Rate

Resection is used by ALPS to determine position. The angles required for

the resection process are determined through time measurements. Time

measurements are converted to angle measurements by the following equation:

AB = TAB/TAA*2pi

where: AB = the angle swept by the laser between the
points A and B.

TAB = the time for the laser to sweep between
the points A and B.
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TM = the time for the laser to complete a sweep
which starts & tinishes at point A.

2 or = the arc of a circle.

An illustration of the time measurement to angle calculations is given in Figure 2.2.

The angle calculation is performed for the other angles by substituting for the time

to sweep between the known points of each angle.

Errors in time measurements occur when the angular velocity is not constant.

As shown in figure 2.3, the angle resolution must be to i 25 urad to hold position

measurements to i 10 mm, at 400 m. Rotation stability of 0.0004% (4x10*‘) is

necessary to achieve this accuracy.

400 m 10 mm
25 urad

Stability required = 25 urad / 6.28 rad
= 0.000004

Figure 2.3: Requirement for rotational stability.

The rotation mechanisms used on current rotating laser designs do not meet the

above requirement. A rotation system which will provide the required stability must

be found for ALPS.
One possible design is a mechanism which consists of a 45° reflector, a
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Figure 2.2: Angle measurement.
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rotating platter, and an electric motor. Figure 2.4 shows the arrangement for this

mechanism.

The reflector is mounted at the center of the platter. The laser is mounted

perpendicularly to the platter. The laser beam is directed at the center of the

platter, in line with the reflector. The reflector redirects the beam 90°. The

platter/reflector rotation sweeps the beam in a plane.

The platter also functions as a flywheel. In this function, the platter

dampens impulse momentum introduced by the motor and/or movement of the

vehicle.

The rotation of the platter, and hence the rotation of the laser beam, is

achieved through a direct-drive with an A/C synchronous motor. A synchronous

motor is used, since this type of electric motor has good rotation stability. The

angular velocity of a synchronous motor is a function of the input voltage

frequency; therefore, the design of the power supply is critical for rotation stability.

A synchronous motor and power supply system are manufactured having a better

than 0.0004% stability. [SME,1986] The specifications for this system are given in

Appendix E.

The stability of the rotation mechanism is theoretically unlimited. The

rotation stability will increase as the mass of the platter/flywheel increases.
Q

A 0.0004% rotation stability will be used in predicting the positional

accuracy of ALPS. This value will contribute i 10 mm for a 400 m range to

horizontal position accuracy. Predicted position accuracy is discussed in chapter 3.

PP
P
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2.2 The Laser Detector System

The laser detectors are the reference points for calculating position by means

of resection. Each laser detector generates time and vertical location data when

crossed by the laser beam. The position of the laser is determined from this data.

The laser detectors have the functions of: 1) detection of the laser beam, 2)

determining the vertical location of the beam crossing, and 3) tinding the time the

laser beam crossed the detector. Photodetectors and the processor/clock are the

primary components of the laser detector.

Section 2.2.1 discusses the performance requirements of the photodetectors.

Section 2.2.2 evaluates the performance of an appropriate photodetector. Section

2.2.3 discusses the processor and clock. Section 2.2.4 discusses the structural

requirements of the laser detector and presents one possible design.

2.2.1 The Photodetector

The photodetector is used to detect the laser beam crossing the laser detector.

A large number of photodetectors are strung together in a linear array which runs

along the vertical axis of the laser detector. Choosing a photodetector for use in

the laser detector system will be based on the performance criteria of risetime and

noise equivalent power (NEP). Photodetector risetime is the speed of response to a

light pulse. Photodetector NEP is a measure of the minimum detectable light.
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l
Detailed discussions of risetime and NEP are found in Appendix 3. Appendix 3

also describes the types of photodetectors available.

The ALPS laser beam quickly crosses the surface of the photodetector.

Photodetector risetime puts a limit to the speed at which the laser beam can cross

the surface and still be detected. A fast risetime is desirable. A faster risetime

allows a greater laser rotation speed for a given range.

All photodetectors have inherent "noise". Noise, in ALPS, is the output

current of a photodetector which is not being excited by the laser beam. It is

important that the output pulse induced by the laser beam be perceptible from the

output noise. The NEP value is the incident light power required to produce a

signal·to-noise ratio of one. It is desirable to have a low NEP. This allows a

lower power laser to be detectable for a given range and visual condition.

Photodetectors are sensitive to a broad spectrum of light. This sensitivity

allows the photodetector to be excited by light sources other than the ALPS laser.

Other light sources could produce false output pulses, possibly causing position

errors.

The monochromatic property of laser light can be used to an advantage in

minimizing the probability of error due to other light sources. Optical filters will

prevent all light different from the laser’s wavelength from reaching the

photodetectors. Filtering will therefore reduce the probability of errors caused by

light sources other than the laser. Filtering of the laser beam will not have an
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effect on the power received by the photodetector, provided that the filter is

properly selected.

2.2.2 Silicon Photodiodes

Silicon photodiodes offer the best performance characteristics for ALPS.

These photodiodes offer fast risetimes and low noise. A sample photodiode from

one manufacture’s product catalog has the following specifications: [Advanced

Optoelectronic,1989] ·

risetime = 10 nanoseconds

NEP = 6.3E·15 watts/Hzm

photosensitive area = 5.2 mm2

Design ratios can be determined by using these specitications which will indicate

the expected performance of the photodiode. Design ratios can be used in the

selection process to account for effects which are difficult to quantify, such as dirt

on a lens, dust in the air, and exhaust. The calculations assume a He-Ne laser

tansmitting 2 mw through a transmitting aperture of 10 mm, and a range of 400 m.

Figure 2.5 charts the power received at the detector as a function of range

for various visual conditions. The minimal detectable power at the photodetector is

calculated by. multiplying the NEP value by the square root of the detector

bandwidth. The laser detection system will have a bandwidth of l0MHz, so that
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pulses 100 ns in deration can be detected accurately. The minimal detectable power

~
is calculated to be 2x10"‘ watts (point 1 on fig. 2.5).

‘

minimal detectable power = 6.3E—15 watt/Hzm
* (10,000,000 Hz)‘”

= 2.0E-11 watts

The design ratio for detection of the laser is the light power received by the

photodiode, divided by the minimal detectable power. The light power received at a

detector 400 meters away is 1.5E-5 watts, in moderate fog (point 2 on fig. 2.5).

The design ratio for detection in this instance amounts to 75E4 (58.75dB).

design ratio = 1.513-5 / 2.0E-11

= 75E4 = 58.75 dB (decibels)

This result indicates that a detector with the given NEP value would detect thelaserbeam

given any of the circumstancestudied.Figure

2.6 shows the time to cross the detector as a function of range for

several rotation speeds. This figure incorporates the spread of the laser beam due

to diffraction (section 2.1.2.1). A He-Ne laser beam transmitted at a diameter of 10

mm will have a diameter of 60 mm when it reaches a range of 400 m. The design

ratio for detection is the time to cross the photodetector over the photodetector

risetime (point 1 fig. 2.6). The time to cross the photodetector at 50 RPS is 0.53

usec (point 2 fig. 2.6). The design ratio in this case is 53.

l
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. design ratio = 0.53E-6 sec / IOE-9 sec
I

= 53 I

The two design ratios developed in this section indicate that a photodiode

with the above specifications should perform exceptionally well for ALPS. Further

analysis is necessary in order to select a photodiode with optimal characteristics.

This thesis will not study the photodiode selection futher.

2.2.3 The Processor & Clock

Each time the laser beam crosses a laser detector, a group of photodetectors

is excited. Each photodetector in this group generates an electrical pulse. Using

these pulses, a processor determines the location of the crossing laser beam. A high

speed clock determines the time when the laser beam crosses the laser detector.

This vertical location and time data provide the information to determine position.

The processes of the processor and the clock are discussed below.

The processor determines the vertical location of the crossing laser beam by

tinding the mean of the electrical pulse origins. The origins are the positions of

excited photodetectors along the vertical axis of the laser detector. The processor

consists entirely of hardware (logic gates and timers). The hardware design of the

processor allows real-time computation of the raw photodetector data into vertical

location data. This processing speed would not be possible if software were used.

In its final form, this hardware processor could be produced as an integrated circuit.

X
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It is assumed that the resolution of the mean position is equal to the height

of one element in the photodetector array. An element height of 2mm has been

assumed for error calculations. The pulse generated by the photodetector closest to

the mean position is used for generating the time datum discussed below. This

pulse is called the mean pulse.

The clock detemiines the time when the center of the mean pulse occurs.

This time corresponds to the center of the laser beam and is called the time datum.

Figure 2.7 shows the clock circuit.

The clock circuit consists of a crystal oscillator, counter, analog to digital

(A-D) converter, and a logic circuit. A crystal oscillator is an electric circuit which

produces an AC current of a specific frequency. The frequency of the crystal

oscillator detemiines the clock speed. Time is measured by counting the number of

cycles generated over a period, using a counter. For example, a l MHz crystal

oscillator generates 1()‘ cycles per second. If 17 cycles are counted over a time

period, the period is equal to 17 ,usec.‘

Time of period = l7cycles / 10°cycles/sec

= 17x10*‘sec

’A
Hertz (Hz) is equal to 1 cycle/second.
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The A·D convertor changes an analog input pulse into proportional discrete digital ,

signals. In the clock circuit, the A-D convertor changes the input pulse fromthemean

photodetector into digital signal representing an average output per unit time. l

The unit time is equal to the frequency of the crystal oscillator. The logic circuit

searches for the frequency count corresponding to the greatest average input over

several units of time. The output of the circuit is the frequency count for the

greatest average input which is the time datum.

Figure 2.7 illustrates the process of the clock circuit. In this example, the

count corresponding to the greatest average output per unit time is 608. Therefore,

the frequency count of 608 is the time datum for this crossing of the laser beam.

The time datum is used in horizontal position calculations.
U

A 10 MHz crystal oscillator would contribute a jh 12.6 mm error at a range

of 400 m. This value is calculated by taking the tangential velocity of the laser 1

beam at a range of 400 m and multiplying it by the clock speed:

Error = (2 * 400m * 50rps)(1x10’7sec) = 12.6 mm

Crystal oscillators are readily available to several hundred MHz. 10MHz

will be used as a reasonable clock speed for predicting overall position accuracy of

ALPS. This value will contribute 3 10 mm at 400 m to horizontal position error.

Note that raising the clock speed by 10 will decrease the potential error due

to the clock by 10, provided that the clocks are calibrated to this speed. That is, a

clock speed of 100MHz would only contribute 3 1 mm at 400 m to horizontal
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position error. This effect on error could be used for systems which require

extremely high accuracies. .

The two pieces of data, the vertical location and the time datum, generated

by the crossing of a detector by the laser beam are called a data set. Each data set

is sent to the computation unit for processing. The computational system can

determine the horizontal (X,Y) and vertical (Z) position of the laser source if data

sets are received from at least three different laser detectors over a complete sweep.

The processing of data sets by the CPU is discussed in section 2.3. The

structural design of the laser detector is discussed in the following subsection.

2.2.4 Detector Structure (

The laser detector must have a sufficient height to accommodate grade

variations. The requirement for detector height will vary with the grade of the site

and/or the type of equipment being positioned. The detector must also be rigid, to

prevent inaccuracies due to movement of the structure.

The structure of the laser detector has three primary functions: 1) to be

stable, 2) to be erectable, and 3) to be transportable. The design of the structure

supporting the photodetector array will incorporate these factors.

One possibility for the design of the structure employs a modular tube

construction n. Each tube is a unit length (i.e. a meter). An interlocking mechanism

at each end of the tube allows other tubes, or a base, to be securely attached.
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Ü
The modular design of the detector is suited for the requirements of

transportation and erection. These modular units will be small enough to be

transported, and can be put together to heights suitable for most sites.

The tube structure is supported by guide wires which support the structure.

The structure can be designed to adjust itself through a leveling system. The

leveling system recognizes movement in the structural frame. Corrections are made

by exerting a force on the appropriate guide wire.

2.3 Central Processing Unit (CPU)

The purpose of the central processing unit (CPU) is to transform the data

from the laser detectors into position information. The data sets are received from

the individual laser detectors at the CPU. Each data set from a laser detector

consists of two pieces of information, a time datum and a vertical location. The

time datum indicates when the laser bearn crossed the vertical axis of the laser

detector. The vertical location indicates where along the vertical axis of the laser

detector this crossing took place. The transformation of the data into position

information is achieved through software. The algorithms used to produce the

position information of stationary and moving objects are discussed in subsections

2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
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2.3.1 Determining Horizontal Position

The CPU has enough information to generate the position of the laser source

if it receives data from at least three laser detectors during a complete sweep. A

complete sweep is a rotation of the laser beam which begins and ends at the same

laser detector.

Four data sets are generated from three laser detectors. The four sets are a

set from each of the three detectors crossed by the laser beam, concluding with a

second set from the first laser detector as it is crossed a second time.

The software will be designed to determine the horizontal position of the

laser source by resection. The algorithms will be established for a laser source

positioned at a random location, S, and three laser detector at locations A, B, & C.

Figure 2.8 aids in this discussion.

The time data provide the necessary information to determine the position of

the laser source by resection. The time data are tA,, t,, tc and tA, (figure 2.8,(1)).

The time data yield the angles opposite each triangle’s base line. The time data are

converted into the opposite angles in the following manner:

The time to sweep each horizontal angle is calculated by taking the time

datum at the end of the sweep and subtracting the time datum from the beginning

(figure 2.8 (2)). For example, the sweep time for an angle AB is:

TA, = t, - tA,
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The time for the complete sweep is similarly calculated by subtracting the
f“u‘st time datum from the second for the same detector (figure 2.8 (3)). For

example:

TM = tA2 ° tm

The time measurements are converted to angle measurements by dividing

each sweep time by the complete sweep time and then multiplying the results by

the arc of a circle, 2(or) (figure 2.8 (4)). For example, the angle AB is:

AB = TAB / TAA * 2 er

The position of the laser source can be determined by resection, now that

the horizontal angles to at least tl1ree known points have been calculated. The A
resection equations are shown in there most basic form in figure 2.8 (5): three

equations and three unknowns for each triangle and two coordinate transformation

equations. A detailed discussion of resection is found in Wolf
”&

Brinker, 1989.

Obtaining the Z position involves determining the plane swept by the laser

beam. This operation is performed by using the vertical data from the laser

detectors in the general plane equation:
i

ax + by + cz + d = O

The intersection of this plane and a vertical line at X & Y is the Z coordinate (see

Anton, 1981, p.118—120).
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K
Since the speed of the CPU will be a function of the number of data sets

processed, the number of sets processed will be kept to a minimum. When data
sets are received from more than three detectors, a knowledge—base will select the
data sets from the nearest three laser detectors for position calculation.

i
ALPS will provide very accurate position measurements when the laser

source is stationary. However, this accuracy will decrease when the laser source is
in motion. The next section discusses the process of determining the position of a

l

moving vehicle. The expected accuracy for stationary points is discussed in Chapter
3.

2.3.2 Determining Position of a Moving Vehicle

The method for deterrnining the position of a moving laser source is the
same as for a stationary source. The time for each sweep is calculated by taking
the pulse time at the end of the sweep and subtracting the pulse time from the
beginning. A complete sweep time is similarly calculated by subtracting the first

e
time mark from the second for the same detector. The angles are determined by
dividing each sweep time by the total sweep time and then multiplying by the arc
of a circle which is 2(jx). The position can then be solved by resection.

ALPS has a reduced horizontal position accuracy when the laser source is

moving. The vertical accuracy is assumed not to be affected by vehicle velocity,
since the vertical component of velocity is generally very small for construction

equipment.
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The movement of the laser source causes differences in resolved angles and

actual angles. This difference is because angle measurements are a function of time

in this system and are not instantaneous. Thus, the resolved angles incorporate a

closure error.

Closure error, in this case, is the difference of the angle between two points

measured from a stationary position and a corresponding angle between the same

two points measured from a moving position. Closure error is illustrated in Figure

2.9. In this figure, it is apparent that the angles of the stationary point (AB, BC

and CA) differ from the corresponding angles of the moving point (AB’, BC’and

CA’).
I

Closure error will be a factor in horizontal position measurements any time

the laser source is moving. Since time ratios (sweep times/complete sweep time)

are used to determine angles, the closure error is distributed proportionally to the

resolved angles.

The magnitude of the closure error is a function of the velocity (speed &

direction), the rotation rate of the laser source, and the geometry of the laser

detectors’ layout on the site. A simulation of the closure error using these variables

could be performed on a computer; however, the value of such an analysis at this

stage of the development is questionable.

The approach taken in this thesis is to use the incremental movement of the

laser source as the predictor for position error due to velocity. This is an efficient
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method of obtaining a conservation (worst case) estimate of error. This predictor is

a function of rotation speed of the laser and the magnitude of the velocity. A fast

rotation speed allows a high number of position updates per unit time. The high

number of updates limits the movement of the laser to only small increments

between updates.

The distance traveled between updates is assumed to be velocity of the

laser source, divided by the rate of rotation. The distance traveled between updates

will be used as the predictor for the position error introduced by movement of the

laser source. The accuracy of ALPS for moving vehicles is further discussed in

chapter 3.

2.4 Supplementary Topics
U

This section discusses five supplementary topics which contribute to the

operation of ALPS. Section 2.4.1 discusses the time of travel adjustments which

account for the speed of light in the system. Section 2.4.2 discusses the calibration

of the clocks located in the laser detectors. Section 2.4.3 discusses the identification

of multiple laser sources, which allows the simultaneous positioning of many

points. Section 2.4.4 discusses the communication link.
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2.4.1 Time of Travel Adjustment

The speed of light introduces small time lags into time measurements. This

time lag is the time taken by light to travel the distance between the laser source
and the laser detector. Unless the laser system is equidistant to all laser detectors
in a complete sweep (highly unlikely), time of travel of the laser beam will cause

inaccuracy in time measurements. If time measurements are used without adjusting
for the time of travel, position inaccuracy will occur. An offset is used to correct

the time data for the time lag caused by the time of travel.

Light travels at 8xl0” meters per second. It takes 1.33 microseconds for

light to travel 400 meters.

T = 400m / 3E8m/sec. = l.33E—6sec.

The potential inaccuracy due to time of travel is a function of rotation speed
of the laser and the distance from the laser to the laser detector.

Errors in resolved angles result if the time data are used without accounting

for the time of travel. Inaccuracy in the resolved angles leads to inaccuracy in

horizontal position measurements. Potential error is equal to the tangential

movement of the laser beam during the time of travel. Figure 2.10 shows the

potential error as a function of range and rotation speed of the laser.

Poten. Error = Rotation speed(rad/sec)
* Range(m) * Time of Travel(sec)
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The CPU would be programmed to continuously calculates an offset for the

time of travel to each detector via an iterative process. The offset is based on the

distance of the laser detector from the rotating laser source. For example, the time

of travel offset for time data from a laser detector which is at a range of 400

meters to the laser source would be 1.33 usec.

offset = 400m / 3E8m/sec = 1.33 usec

2.4.2 Clock Calibration

The clocks in the laser detectors must be calibrated in order to make

accurate time measurements. The calibration method used for the clocks must be

independent of other system inaccuracies. For instance, a rotating laser cannot be
P

used for calibration, since time data are affected by beam steer and rotation speed

inaccuracies. One method which can be used for calibration is a beacon/offset

method described below.

A calibration beacon is fixed in a known position. The beacon is designed

to radially transmit a pulse of light which reaches all laser detectors. The pulse is

of different wavelength, or modulated, to be distinguishable from the rotating laser

beam (e.g. a xenon flash bulb).

When a laser detector receives the calibration pulse, its counter is reset to

zero. The CPU calculates an offset for the time of travel to each detector. By
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subtracting the corresponding offsets from subsequent time data for each detector,

the adjusted time data are calibrated to the time the calibration pulse was emitted.
Crystal oscillators having the required 10MHz accuracy and a short term

stability of <il x10"°/sec are availible. [Vectron] The stability indicates the amount

of drift possible over a time period. Calibration every minute would be sufücient

for a crystal oscillator of this stability to maintain sufficient time accuracy for

ALPS. A 30 bit counter (l.lx10°) would be required to record the frequency count

over this time period. Calibration every minute would ensure that two crystal
oscillators are out of count by no more than 12 nanoscconds.

T = 1x10"°/sec * 60 * 2 = 12 nsec

This value indicates that the maximum position inaccuracy due to calibration is 1.5

mm. This inaccuracy value is calculated for a laser rotation of 50 rps and a range

of 400 meters from laser to laser detector.

Max. Error = 50rps * 2 * 400m * 12x10‘°sec

= 0.0015 m

Since this error is so small, it is not included in the prediction of position accuracy

discussed in chapter 3.
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2.4.3 Multiple Laser Sources

It is desirable to locate and track more than one piece of equipment on a

site simultaneously. The laser sources must be identifiable to the CPU to

accomplish this.

The simplest method of identifying the lasers is to rotate them at slightly

different speeds. The difference in rotation speeds modulates the time data. The

computer can identify the origin of each set of data by establishing "windows" of
time. A window is the range of time which corresponds to the expected time a

specific laser beam will cross a detector. The CPU matches the time datum of a

data set to a window, which identifies the laser source.

2.4.4 Communication Link

The data sets must be transferred from the laser detectors to the CPU. A
communication link is required for this purpose. The selection of a communication

link is primarily a function of the data rate required. The data rate is the amount

of information transferred over time, in bits per second.

The data rate in ALPS is a function of the number of laser sources in use

and their rotation speeds. The time datum and vertical location data of a laser
detector will require 24 and 8 bits of data, respectively. The data rate for each

laser detector will be approximately 1600 bits/second per laser source.

Data Rate = (24 bits + 8 bits) x 50 cycles/sec = 1600 bits/sec

F

F
FF L
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This data rate is quite low and can be handled by many available

communication systems (i.e. modem, packet radio).



CHAPTER 3

PERFORMANCE OF ALPS

This chapter discusses the expected performance of the ALPS position

system. The expected error in position measurements attributable to beam steer is

presented in section 3.1. Section 3.2 discusses horizontal and vertical position

accuracy for stationary points. Section 3.3 discusses horizontal and vertical position

accuracy for moving vehicles. Section 3.3 discusses briefly the' expected reliability

of ALPS.

3.1 Inaccuracies Due to Beam Steer

Beam steer is a phenomenon which redirects the travel of a light beam as it

propagates through the atmosphere. Thus, beam steer contributes to inaccuracies in

. position measurements. Beam steer is the primary atmospheric effect contributing to

measurement inaccuracy. Other atmospheric effects, such as beam spread and

refraction, have a negligible affect and are not discussed in this section. Appendix

B offers a detailed discussion of the atmospheric effects on laser beam propagation,

including beam spread and refraction. The probability of position error due to beam

steer is discussed in this section. The development is limited to the 400 meter case.
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Beam steer causes the laser beam to deviate from a straight path. The

deviation of the beam follows a Rayleigh distribution.[Davis,1969] A Rayleigh

distribution is the combination of two normally distributed variates, x and y, having
the same variance, but not correlated. [Jordan,1985] The Rayleigh distribution has a

0.999 probability that any sample is less than 3 standard deviations. Figure 3.1

shows the Rayleigh distribution.

The standard deviation of beam steer can be predicted by theory. A test has

been performed for this thesis which obtained field data for comparison to
theoretical data. The test was conducted over a 340 m site and used a He~Ne

construction laser. The laser transmitted 2 mw through a 9.5 mm transmitting

aperture (approximately 10 mm). This test is presented in Appendix B.4.

In the test, the observed maximum deviation caused by beam steer was 15

mm. Theory predicts a value of 13.1 mm for the 99.9% contidence value,

assuming strong turbulence. The difference between these two values indicates that

theory may underestimate actual beam steer.

Theory predicts a 99.9% confidence value of 16.2 mm at 400 meters (section

2.1.2.3). A conservative value of 20 mm is assumed for this value, since the test

indicated that theory may underestimate beam steer}

h ·
*This assumption is based soley on the propagation test performed in for this

t es1s.
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Two normally distributed variates, x and y, having the
same variance, but not correlated

Probability Density Function:
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The probability density function of the deviation
from the mean as predicted by the Rayleigh

. distribution{Jordan,l985]_
Figure 3.1: The Rayleigh distribution.
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Dividing the 99.9% contidence value by three gives an adjusted standard

deviation of 6.7 mm. This standard deviation is used in the following probability
analysis of beam steer at 400 meters.

Since the distribution of beam steer is uniform about the mean, the effect is

essentially the same for both horizontal and vertical measurements. The effect can

be statistically quantitied by using a 95% confidence interval.

The 95% confidence interval for beam steer is the region between i 5.5 mm

for a range of 400 m.

Z=1.645, X = (1.645)*(6.7mm)/4"’

= 5.5mm

This value will be used as the contribution of beam steer to overall position

accuracy. Overall position accuracy is discussed in the next two sections.

3.2 Performance of ALPS for a Stationary Point

Components of position error can be categorized into two groups; sources

which affect time measurements (time data), and sources which affect vertical

measurements (vertical locations). The components which control the error in time

measurements are rotational stability of the laser, clock speed, and beam steer.

Vertical measurement error is controlled by beam steer and the vertical resolution of

the laser dctector. Table 1 shows which components of position error contribute to
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Table 1: Contributors to position error.

T contributors to position error T
rotation clock beam photodetector T

velocittype of measurement stability p speed T steer height Tyl
Y

rstationarypoint S
p (X,Y) T
T moving point

pstationary
T

f1or moving
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vertical position is determined below for a range of 400 m.

The sum of the squares of the component errors will be used as the predictor

of potential position error. This method will provide a conservative estimate for

maximum position error.

The rotating laser has a rotation stability of 0.0004%, which converts to an

error of 3 10 mm in horizontal position (section 2.1.3). The clock has an accuracy

of j_j1Ü°7S€C, which converts to a potential error of 3 12.6 mm in horizontal position

(section 2.2.3). Beam steer has a 0.95 probability of any deviation being less than

5.5 mm. This value is assumed to be the potential error in horizontal position

attributable to beam steer (section 3.1.1).

The sum of squares of these component errors is 17 mm. Therefore, the

predicted horizontal measurement error is 3 17 mm for a range of 400 m.

In vertical measurements, beam steer also has a 0.95 probability of deviation

less than 5.5 mm, which converts to an error of 3 5.5 mm (section 3.1.2). It is

postulated that resolution of the laser detector will be equal to the height of the

photodetector used in the laser detector (section 2.2.1). Assuming a photodetector

height of 2 mm, the resolution of the laser detector is then 2 mm.

The sum of square of the error due to beam steer and the photodetector
resolution is 5.9 mm. Therefore, the predicted vertical measurement error is 3 5.9

mm for a range of 400 m.
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Some manufacturers of construction laser systems specify a 6.4 mm vertical
accuracy over 305 meters.[Laser Alignment,l986] The value predicted here of 5.9
mm at a range of 400 meters corresponds well with the manufacturers’ speciücation.

It is important to keep in mind that the accuracy tigures given above are for
a range of 400 meter to each detector. Accuracy will improve for shorter ranges.
There is a nearly linear relationship between accuracy and range over small
distances. Figure 3.2 charts the predicted error between 0 and 400 meters for both
horizontal and vertical position measurements.

The position accuracy predicted in this section is solely for a stationary
point. The next section discusses the expected position accuracy for a moving
vehicle. ”

3.3 Performance for Tracking a Moving Vehicle

The positioning accuracy of ALPS will be less for a moving vehicle than
that for a stationary point. Velocity induces errors mainly in the horizontal position
calculations. Vertical positioning is not generally affected by velocity, since the
vertical component of vehicle velocity is usually very small for construction
equipment.

The velocity of the vehicle has a direct effect on the accuracy of horizontal
position measurements. A higher velocity introduces a higher inaccuracy to
horizontal position measurements. The worst case for this inaccuracy will be the
distance traveled between position updates (section 2.3.2).
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Assuming ALPS will provide an update after every sweep of the site, an
estimate of error can be determined by dividing the vehicle velocity by the rotation
speed of the laser. The maximum error will be the distance traveled between
position updates. Figure 3.3 charts this distance traveled between position updates
as a function of velocity and laser rotation speed. Each line on the chart represents
a specific laser rotation speed, given in the legend. Maximum velocities are shown
for a paver, bulldozer, scraper and off-road truck. [Caterpillar,1986]

To obtain a total potential for horizontal error for a lmoving vehicle, the
potential error predicted for a stationary point must be added to the yelocity error.
This can be accomplished by taking the error value from figure 3.2, corresponding
to a range, and adding the error value from figure 3.3. corresponding to a velocity.
For example, assuming a range of 400 m to the detectors, the stationary error is
il7 mm (figure 3.2). A paver will have an error due to velocity of 5 mm for a
laser rotation speed of 50 rps (figure 3.3). Therefore, the maximum position error
of the moving paver is 22 mm.

Using the same process, the maximum position errors of the dozer, scraper
and off-road truck are 60 mm, 215 mm, and 403 mm, respectively.

ALPS will provide positioning accuracy which is proportional to the velocity
of a moving vehicle. Fortunately, high position accuracy is generally required only
when velocities are low. Table 2 presents the summary of the error contributions
and error predictions discussed in this and the previous sections.
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Figure 3.3: Distance traveled between pcsiticn updates.
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Table 2: Summary of position errors.

Breakdown of error contribution at a range of 400m.
rotationalstability m mmm

clockSpeed :l: 12.ÖH1111

beam
Stcer i 55mm

photodector
hiagm ä= Zmm

Predicted error for a laser source with a rotation
rate of 50 RPS at a range of 400m.

vertical :1: 5_9mm
stationaryhorizontal :l: 17mm

_ 1 22.6mm
km/h

10 72.6km/h mm
movinghorizontal 25 155.9mm
(at a given km/b
velocity)

50 294.8mm

100km/h 571.6mm
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3.4 Reliability of ALPS

The reliability of ALPS is extremely hard to quantify at this stage of the
development. However, an assessment of reliability can be gained by looking at the
primary components of the system.

The laser, rotation mechanism, detector, clock and CPU are all based on
mature technology. Systems that are based on mature technology generally have a

I high reliability. A well designed ALPS system should not suffer from reliability
problems.
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CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter contains a summary of the components and predicted accuracy
of ALPS. In addition, recommendations for the next phase of work are put forward
by the author.

4.1 Summary

There exists a need for accurate, real-time positioning systems in open
environments. This need is particularly apparent in the construction industry.
Successful implementation of this type of positioning system would lead to a
signiticant increase in the performance of many construction operations. The
Automated Laser Positioning System (ALPS) has the potential of fultilling this need.

This paper has discussed the conceptual design of ALPS and its performance
using selected components. The primary components and predicted accuracy of a
working system have been presented. These are summarized below.

The primary components of ALPS are a rotating laser, laser detectors and a
central processing unit (CPU). These are as follows.

The rotating laser is located at the point or on the vehicle which is to be
positioned. The rotating laser consists of two major parts: 1) a laser, and

64
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a rotation mechanism. The laser produces a beam of light. The wavelength and
size of the beam affect the way it propagates through the atmosphere. A He-Ne
laser, producing a 0.6328 microns wavelength with a diameter of 10 mm, provides a
sufticiently narrow and directional beam for this application. The laser beam is

rotated in a plane by the rotation mechanism. This rotation mechanism has a very
stable rotation rate. A stable rotation rate is required so that time measurements of
the rotation can be converted to accurate angle measurements. Rotation mechanisms
which will provide sufficient rotational stability are currently manufactured.

Laser detectors are located at known points around a site. Laser detectors

consist of three major parts: 1) a linear array of photodetectors, 2) a

processor/clock, and 3) a structure.
I

The photodetector array is aligned vertically. A group of photodetectors

isexcitedby the crossing of the laser beam. Each photodetector in the
groupgeneratesan electrical pulse. These pulses are sent to theprocessor.The

processor determines the vertical location of the laser beam crossing by E
I

determining the mean location of the photodetectors’ pulses. The process consists '
E

entirely of hardware (logic gates & timer clocks) in order to produce real-time data.
E

The clock determines the time the center of the mean pulse occurs. This time, E
called the pulse time, corresponds to the time the center of the laser beam crosses E
the laser detector. To summarize: two pieces of data are generated by the laser

E
detector; the time datum, which provides the time the laser beam crossed, and the E
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vertical location, which informs where the crossing took place. These data are sent
to the CPU via a communication link.

The structure of the laser detector must be stable, erectable, and
transportable. A modular tube design supported by guide wires is expected to meet
these requirements.

The CPU receives the data and processes them into position information.
Data from at least three laser detectors are required to determine position, using the
process of resection. The vertical position is the intersection of the horizontal
position with the plane defined by the vertical location data. The general plane
eqation is used in determining the vertical position.

The speed of light is factored out of position measurements via a ’time of
travel’ offset. This offset is continually calculated to account for the time taken by
the laser beam to travel the distance between the laser and laser detectors.

The clocks are continually calibrated using a beacon/offset method. A pulse
of light is sent by a beacon which strikes the laser detectors. The frequency
counter of each clock is reset to zero upon receiving the calibration pulse. An
offset is determined for the time of travel of the calibration pulse to each detector.
These offsets are used in subsequent horizontal position calculations.

The accuracy of ALPS position measurements differs for stationary points
and moving vehicles. The accuracy of a stationary point is a function of the error
induced by the atmospheric effect of beam steer and the combined error induced by
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the rotation mechanism and the clock. The accuracy achievable for a moving
vehicle has an additional error function of velocity.

Beam steer has a random effect on position accuracy. The magnitude of the
effect increases as range increases for a given laser. A 95% signiticance interval
can be determined for the effect of beam steer. This interval has been assumed as
the position error in the system due to beam steer. This error interval is 3 5.5 mm
for a range of 400 m.

The rotation mechanism is designed to have a rotation stability. AC
synchronous motors are manufactured having rotational stability is better than
0.0004%. The conservative value of 0.0004% was used in the error prediction.
This value leads to an error of 3 10 mm for a 400 meter pathlength. The
achievable accuracy of the rotation mechanism, however, is theoretically unlimited.

The clock used in the prediction of position accuracy has a speed of
10MHz (1x10‘7). This value leads to an error of 3 12.6 mm for a laser rotation of

V 50 rps and a range of 400 meter. Clocks having greater speeds are available.
The predicted error in stationary horizontal position measurements is assumed

to be the sum of squares of the errors from beam steer, rotation stability and clock
speed for a given range. The sum of squares of these errors is 17 mm. Therefore,
the maximum error for stationary horizotal position is 3 17 mm for a range of 400
m. l

The predicted error in vertical position measurements is assumed to be the
sum of the square of the beam steer error for a given range and the vertical

1
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resolution capability of the laser detector. The resolution capability is assumed to
be equal to the size of the discreet photodetectors making up the array. A 2 mm
photodetector is assumed. Therefore, the maximum vertical position error is
calculated to be i 5.9 mm for a range of 400 m.

The accuracy of a moving vehicle varies as a function of velocity. A greater
velocity causes a higher error in horizontal position measurements. The accuracy of
vertical position measurements is not expected to be signiücantly affected byA
velocity. The error for a moving vehicle has been assumed to be the error due to
velocity added to the corresponding error for a stationary point; The error due to
velocity has been assumed, as a worst case, to be the distance traveled between
position updates. Fortunately, higher accuracy is achieved at slow velocities when
accuracy is most required.

4.2 Recommendations

The author has a series of recommendations for future work on the
Automated Laser Positioning System (ALPS). These recommendations are listed
below.

Recommendation #1: Experimental development should take precedence over further
theoretical development.

This thesis has explored the theory behind ALPS; that is the theory of
rotating lasers, photodetectors, and atmospheric propagation. The theory involving
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rotating lasers and photodetectors was easily quantiiied into accuracy tigures for
ALPS, having a high degree of certainty. The effects of atmospheric propagation,
in particular the effect of beam steer, remains a rough estimate for the predicted
accuracy. However, the philosophy behind this paper has been to seek out the
"worst—case" for the factors affecting the performance of this system. The result is
a very conservative estimate of performance.

Despite the worst-case philosophy, the predicted accuracy for ALPS looks
extremely good. Fturher theoretical development should only improve these
accuracy predictions. The predicted accuracy merits a prototype development and
testing. Available time and funding should be primarily devoted to proving the
ALPS concept experimentally.

Recommendation #2: Prototype development and testing should begin.
The ALPS concept has been sufficiently developed in this thesis to permit

the start of prototype development. The development should begin by gathering the
necessary parts to build the rotating laser and detectors. A personal computer will
be able to handle the computational requirements for initial testing. The writing of
software should also begin.

The initial tests should be conducted with a small site (e.g. 4m x 4m), where
the problems of clock calibration and grade can be dealt with easily. The testing
should then move to a large site having varying grade (e.g. 100m x 100m) where
practical error data can be obtained.
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A study should be made to accumulate potential application
requirements.

ALPS has a number of possible applications. These applications vary in
performance requirements. A study should be made to identify the performance
requirements for specific applications (e.g. earthmoving, dredging, autonomous
guided vehicles).

A number of ALPS systems can be designed to meet the range of
performance requirements. Cost estimates of the various systems could then be
made.

Recommendation #4: An ejjfort should be made to find and contact potential markets.
Two things can be accomplished from tinding and contacting potential

markets. First, the idea of real-time, accurate positioning can be put into the minds
of potential users, thereby fostering new ideas for applications. Second, a source of
development funds may be acquired from some of these contacts.

Recommendations for contacts include the military, large construction firms,
builders associations, heavy equipment manufacturers, robotic equipment
manufacturers, construction laser manufacturers, and off-shore/marine tirms.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

This thesis has presented the concept of the Automated Laser Position
System (ALPS). ALPS has been shown capable of providing accurate real-time
positioning for both horizontal (X, Y) and vertical (Z) coordinates.

It is the horizontal positioning capability which sets this rotating laser system
apart from similar systems being used in construction. The horizontal position of
the rotating laser is determined through time measurements of its sweeping laser
beam. ALPS is expected to be capable of horizontal positioning to i 17 mm at a
400 m range, with the position updated 50 times a second.

ALPS determines vertical position in essentially the same manner as today’s
construction laser systems, using a rotating laser and graduated laser detectors.
ALPS is expected to be capable of vertical positioning to i 5.9 mm over 400
meters, with the position updated 50 times a second.

These performance frgures are quite good, despite the conservative
("worst-case") philosophy which was used to generate them. The next hurdle is to
prove ALPS performance experimentally. If ALPS performance is proven to
perform as predicted in this thesis, the number of potential applications of this
system will be unlimited.
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Several construction operations can benefit fiöm ~this system. Operator
controlled equipment can be fed position information through ALPS to aid the
operator. Automated equipment can be integrated with CAD data bases through
ALPS, to provide fully automated construction proc'esses.

Operator controlled equipment, such as in excavation or gradi-ng operations,
is guided by operators who are today only given periodic survey information. A
cycle exists of survey—work, resurvey-rework-resurvey, . . -. . eventuallyrending when
the work is within tolerance. Although experienced operators can reduce the
number of cycles, rework charges a heavy toll on the production of operations using
operator controlled equipment. Rework could be eliminated from these operations
by providing real·time position information to equipment operators. :ALPS should
be capable of providing this information.

Automated equipment requires continuous " position information: to operate.
Many operation lend themselves to automation, including grading, paving, dredging
and inventory handling. ALPS is expected to provide the quality: of position
information necessary to allow the advent of automated construction equipment andprocesses. ·

The benefits of fully automated construction processes are questionable.
However, some people see automation as the solution to a projected lack of skilled
equipment operators. [Ward,l987]~ The issuefof maintaining/improving skilled

r operators or developing f11lly automated processes needs to be addressed by the
construction industry.
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Overall, ALPS should be a benetit to the construction industry, if it can be

successfully implemented. New methods of construction can be generated based on
real-time positioning capability. ALPS may be the tool which leads the construction
industry into a new era of performance.

II
I
I
I
I
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APPENDIX A

PROPERTIES OF LASERS

The acronym laser stands for light amplitication by stimulated emission of
radiation. Although lasers are light amplifiers, they are primary used as a source
for directional, in—phase, single wavelength (monochromatic) light. Lasers have a
wide range of useful applications. Currently, they are used for such applications as
welding, communications, distance measuring, tunnel drilling, surgery, military
weapons, aircraft tracking, and the improvement of many optical systems.[Pratt,1969]
Three dimensional, real time positioning through the ALPS system appears to be
another excellent application of laser technology.

The light produced through a laser is in-phase, travels in one direction and is
monochromatic. These characteristics allow laser light to propagate through the
atmosphere for long distances (several kilometers), with only a small amount (a few
centimeters) of divergence or spread. Appendix B discusses the atmospheric
propagation phenomenon in detail. The following sections first discuss the
principles behind lasers, and then look in more detail at the helium-neon gas laser
commonly used in construction laser systems.
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Operation of a Laser EII
There are several different types of lasers, including gas, semiconductor,

andsolidstate. The basic principles of generating laser light are applicable to alltypesof
lasers.

i

The optical cavity is the primary component of a laser, consisting principally
of laser material (i.e. He-Ne, GaAs) and end reflectors. The optical cavity is
illustrated in figure A1.

A specific sequence of events takes place within the optical cavity to
produce a laser beam. These events are described below with the aid of figures Al

- A4:

A large percentage of atoms making up the laser material is raised to a
higher energy level (E,toE,). This raise is accomplished by the injection of either
photons or electrons into the optical cavity, which raises the energy level of the
outer valence shells of the atoms. This process of raising a large percentage of

laser material atoms to a higher state is called optical pumping. Optical pumping

is illustrated in figure A2.

I
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Figure A1: The optical cavity.
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Electrons in the outer valence shells of the excited atoms spontaneously decay to
a lower energy state (E,). In this process of decay a photon is produced. This
process is called spontaneous emission and is illustrated in figure A3.

.
An atom in the process of spontaneous emission is struck by a photon producing
two photons of the same phase and direction. This process is called stimulated
emission and is illustrated in Figure A4.

@@.1
Photons emitted along the axis of the optical cavity are reflected back and forth
by the reflectors fixed at either end of the cavity. Photons not emitted along the
direction of the axis are absorbed by the cavity wall (figure Al). The back and
forth motion of the photons along the axis ensures that these photons strike
excited atoms and produce further stimulated emissions. The reflectors are
slightly curved in order to concentrate the photons along the axis. In addition,
the reflectors are fixed at a particular integral number of wavelengths apart. This
allows only a specific wavelength of light to be maintained. Other wavelengths
degenerate from lack of phase equivalence.
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Photons escape the optical cavity through the partial reflector on one end of the
cavity. These photons are coherent and have the same phase and direction. It is
these photons which form the laser beam.

The preceding events describe the creation of a laser beam. The following
section describes specitically these events for a the helium—neon laser commonly
used in construction laser systems.

A.2 The Helium-Neon Gas Laser

Gas lasers are very popular because of their simplicity, broad range of useful
emission wavelengths, and low cost. The most common gas laser system is the
Helium-Neon gas laser. This laser is already used extensively in the construction

industry for aligning and grading. This section describes the principles behind the

He—Ne laser.

In a Helium-Neon gas laser system, electrons are initially introduced into the

gas. These electrons raise the energy level of the Helium to a metastable (having a

long life) excited state. The excited Helium atoms move around rapidly, bumping

into the Neon atoms. This bumping transfers energy to the Neon atoms, raising

their state and setting up spontaneous decay and stimulated emissions. The energy }
ä
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levels of Helium and Neon are diagramed in figure A5.
Photons of three different wavelengths are produced through the decay of

Neon, 0.6328, 3.390, and 11.5 microns. The distance between the reflectors selects
the dominant wavelength in the cavity. A wavelength of 0.6328 microns is most
commonly used, since it has good atmospheric propagation characteristics, and high
performance photodetectors are available for this region of the spectrum.

While the photons are bouncing back and forth along the axis, they produce
stimulated emissions, thus amplifying the light. Photons escape through the
partially reflective mirror. For a wavelength of 0.6328, these photons create a red
colored laser beam.

I
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Figure A5: He-Ne energy level diagram.
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APPENDIX B

LASER BEAM PROPAGATION

The ALPS system requires a laser beam to propagate through the atmosphere
and strike a laser detector. This Appendix investigates the limitations imposed on
the positioning system by propagation. The goal of this Appendix is to understand
the propagation phenomenon, so that the performance of the system can be
predicted.

This Appendix reviews the light phenomena of diffraction and refraction.
Also, the effects of turbulence in the atmosphere are evaluated. Section B.3
describes a laser beam propagation test which was completed in order to obtain
actual propagation data and test the validity of the propagation theory. The final
section summarizes the laser beam propagation effects expected for the model site
and offers recommendations for further study in this area.

Many construction laser systems use a Helium—Neon laser having a wavelength of
.6328 microns and transmitting aperture of 10 mm. This laser system is used in
figures and calculations of this Appendix in order for the reader to understand itsperformance. '

Section B.1 deals with the physics of light. Section B.2 discusses laser
beam propagation through the atmosphere. Section B.3 discusses the laser beam
propagation test.
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B.1 Physics of Light

The following two subsections discuss the spread and refraction phenomena

of light. Other phenomena, such as interference and polarization, are not presented
in this appendix, since they do not pertain to ALPS.

B.1.1 Spread

Spread (diffraction) is a physical phenomenon which causes light to disperse

in the detector plane. The spread angle is a constant for a particular wavelength

and transmitting aperture diameter. The larger the wavelength and the smaller the

aperture, the greater is the spread of the beam}

A laser beam has a gaussian spread as it travels away from the source

towards a target. The spread angle of the beam can be expressed by the equation:

[Milonni,1988]

6 z 1.22 ÄD [162.1]

where: 3 = the wavelength of the beam.

D = the diameter of the transmitting
aperture.

lThis effect becomes apparent in section 3.2.1 when looking into the effects
of beam steer as a function of aperture size.
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The radius of the central bright spot of the beam intensity pattern can be expressed

by the equation: [Milonni,1988]

r = 1.22 M3D [B2.2]
where: R= range

Laser beam diffraction is illustrated in Figure B1. This phenomenon is further

illustrated in the laser beam propagation test described in section B.3.

t.22>„R'
“ T

1.22x
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z

Figure B1: Diffraction of a monochromatic plane wave of wavelength >„
by a circular aperture of diameter D. The diffraction intensity pattem in the
far field consists of a central bright spot of radius r surrounded by faint
concentric rings, each of width~r. [Milonni,1988]

B.l.2 Refraction _
Refraction is defined as the change of direction of a propagating wave when it

travels from one medium to another, in which the wave velocity is different, or when
it is in a medium of varying density. [Parker,l984] If light passes from a medium
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to one with a higher density, it is bent towards the normal, as shown in Figure B2.
The refraction angle is predicted from Snell’s law: [Lindeburg,1984]

SlN¢1 = „ [B2.3]
SIN<i>I-

where n = index of refraction. p

milessdense more dense

Figure B2: When light passes from one medium to another of higher density,the light is bent towards the normal.
The index of refraction is the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum to the speed
of light in the medium under consideration. In the case shown in figure B.2, n is
the index of refraction of the upper material over the index for the lower.

Lenses and prisms function by the phenomenon of refraction. The ALPS
system encounters this phenomenon in turbulence of the atmosphere. The effect of
atmospheric turbulence is ftuther described in section B.2.2.

B.2 Propagation of the Laser Beam in the Atmosphere

As a laser beam travels through the atmosphere, it is subjected to
attenuation (a reduction in strength) and distortions in its shape and direction.
Attenuation of the laser is caused by interaction with particles of the atmosphere
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(air & water molecules, dust). Distortions are caused by atmospheric turbulence.
The following sections provide an evaluation of these phenomena.

B.2.1 Atmospheric Attenuation

Attenuation is a reduction in the received energy from a light source.
Attenuation of light in the atmosphere has two components, energy absorption and
energy scattering. Both effects are a consequence of the molecular components of

air (i.e. water vapor, carbon dioxide, and ozone). [Pratt,1969]

Atmospheric attenuation can be mathematically described by the exponential

law of attenuation: [Pratt,1969]

Ta = exp { —<xaR

}where:R = atmospheric transmission pathlength(km)

aa = attenuation coefficient

The attenuation coefticient is the sum of the absorption and scattering coefficients.

The following two subsections describe the absorption and scattering components of

atmospheric attenuation.

B.2.l.1 Absorption

The absorption of light energy is caused by the molecular constituents of the

atmosphere. This phenomenon varies greatly with wavelength and the magnitude of

1
I. 1
I1

1 1 1 1 1
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Iits effect is unique to individual wavelengths. Predietions of atmospheric absorption l
can be made by estimating the amount of absorbers in a transmission pathlength.
However such estimates are difficult, since this factor is a function of geographie
location, altitude and weather. [Pratt,1969]

Figure B3 shows the absorption characteristics of the atmosphere near sea
level for 0.5-1.7 microns. The compounds labeled in figure B3 (H20, C02, 02)
indicate the eonstit11ent of the atmosphere responsible for the absorption. For
example, H20 is responsible for the absorption for wavelengths 1.1 to 1.25 microns.
Note that the wavelength of a Helium-Neon laser, 0.6328 microns, has a near 100%
atmospheric transmission.

B.2.1.2 Scattering

Atrnospheric scattering comes in two forms, Rayleigh scattering and Mie
scattering. Rayleigh scattering is due to molecular sized particles such as ozone and
C02. Mie scattering is due to particles, such as dust and fog, which are large
compared to the wavelength of the beam. Rayleigh scattering is predominant at
lower wavelengths} while Mie scattering is much less wavelength dependent.
Rayleigh scatter may be neglected for wavelengths in the near-infrared and above.
Since any laser selected for ALPS will be in this range of wavelengths, the effects

k
2Rayleigh scatter is responsible for the blue color (lower wavelength) of thes y.
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of Rayleigh scatter are not further discussed in this paper. [Pratt,l969] Figure
B4 graphs the individual and combined scattering coefücients for wavelengths of

0.2-4.0 microns. Note that the Mie scattering coefficient is dominant for the 0.6328
micron wavelength. The ozone coefficient shown in figure B4 can be disregarded,

since it contributes only to lower wavelengths.

The Mie scattering coefficient is given by the equation:

rwhere:1/ = Visual range (km) ·

A = Wavelength (microns)

Figure B5 shows the effect of attenuation as a function of range. The curves

of this chart were reduced using equations B3.l and B3.2 for a wavelength of

0.6328 microns. The calculations for figure B5 assume attenuation based

solely on Mie scattering? Each curve represents a visual condition, which is

classified by visual range."

B.2.2 Atmospheric Turbulence

The atmosphere can be represented by an inhomogeneous fluid comprised of

numerous regions of various dimensions. Each region, which can be called a blob,

3From figures B3 & B4, absorption and Rayleigh scatter are negligible for a
wavelength of 0.6328 microns.

4For example: standard clear has a visual range = 23.5 km; moderate fog has
a visual range of 0.5 km
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has a constant light refractivity index within it, which is different from the indexes

of the surrounding blobs. Blobs can be thought of as lenses. [Pratt,l969]

As a laser beam propagates through these blobs on a path from the laser
source to a laser detector, random variations of amplitude and phase of the beam
are created. This randomness leads to a number of effects which affect the

performance of the laser systems. These effects are classified as the following:

[Davis, 1966]

l)Beam Steering: the beam is deviated from the line of sight.

2)Image dancing: the variations in the angle of arrival of the received light cause

the image to be focused at a different points in the plane of the detectors.
3)Beam Spreading: small-angle scattering by the inhomogeneities in the atmosphere,

which spreads the signal energy over a larger region.

4)Image blurring: destruction of the phase coherence across the beam; the phase

changes rapidly with position, leading to a blurring of the cross-section.

5)Scintillation: destructive interference within the beam producing local fluctuations

in the amplitude, so that over the beam there appear areas bright and dark

compared to the average.

6)Phase fluctuations: the time variation in phase which produces a spurious

modulation interfering with the signal modulation.
‘

ALPS is only concemed with the detection and timing of laser light and is

not concemed with the measurement of phase, amplitude or modulation. Since, the

II
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turbulent effects of image dancing, image blurring, scintillation and phase

fluctuations do not signiticantly affect laser detection or timing, these effects will
not be considered in this Appendix. The turbulent effects of beam steer and beam

spread affect the detection and timing, and therefore the design of the laser/detector
system. These two turbulent effects are further described in the following

subsections.

B.2.2.1 Beam Steering

Beam steer is a phenomenon which redirects the travel of a beam of light,

The redirection is a result of the beam passing through blobs of turbulence which
are greater than its own dimension

These large blobs act as prisms, redirecting the beam. Figure B6 illustrates the

effect of beam steer on laser beam propagation.

The standard angle of deviation due to beam steer is mathematically

predicted by the following equation:[Davis, 1966]

68 = 0.885pl/SCHRI/2 [B3.3]

where: p = lateral beam width (meters)
cn = turbulence factor (meters"")
R = range (meters)

This equation assumes propagation parallel to the earth’s surface. Twice the radius

of divergence, predicted by equation 2.2, can be substituted for the lateral beam

width to obtain the following equation:
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68 = 0.757 ( Q] cn R" [B3_4]
where: D = transmitting aperture size (meters)

>„ = wavelength (meters)

From equation B3.4, it is evident that beam steer is controlled by range,
beam size, wavelength, and the amount of turbulence. Since the angular deviation
is approximately Rayleigh distributed, the divergence due to beam steer is. predicted
to be less than 368., 99.9% of the time. [Davis,1966]

Figure B7 charts a 99.9% contidence interval for the magnitude of beam

steer as a function of range. Each curve represents a condition of turbulence,

denoted by Cn.

Figure B8 charts the magnitude of beam steer as a function of transmitting
aperture. The trend of this effect may at first appear odd; however, it is observed
from equation B2.2 that the diffraction angle is larger for smaller transmitting

apertures. Therefore, for a fixed wavelength and range, a smaller aperture actually

produces a larger average beam size. It would not be practical to use a very small

aperture because the divergence due to diffusion would be extreme.

Figure B9 charts beam steer as a function of wavelength. A change in

wavelength has a change in the angle of beam divergence. This chart shows that a

longer wavelength will produce a smaller deviation.

Figures 7,8 & 9 were all produced using equaüon B3.4. The laser beam

propagation test, described in section B3, provides data regarding the beam steer
phenomenon.
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B.2.2.1 Beam Spreading

Beam spreading occurs when the laser beam passes through blobs of

turbulence which are smaller than its diameter. As a result, the energy of the beam

is randomly spread accross the detector plane. The turbulent effect of beam

spreading is illustrated in Figure B10. [Pratt,1966]

Davis states that the beam diameter must be at least twice the coherence

length before turbulence induced beam spreading will be appreciable. [Davis,1966]

The coherence length is the width of the laser beam at a point in the beam path.

For the He-Ne laser, Davis’ statement indicates that beam spread would not be

signiticant unless the range is greater than 1375 meters.’

The ALPS system presented in this thesis is far under this bound, which

suggests that spread due to diffusion need only be considered. The data obtained in

the laser beam propagation test described in section B3, agree with this assessment.

B.3 Laser Beam Propagation Test

A laser beam propagation test was conducted June 4, 1989, at a site located

on the property of Dr. Tim Pratt, in Montgomery County, Virginia. The purpose of
L this test was to gather data on the effect of atmospheric turbulence on the

propagation of a laser beam. Although the test duration is too short to be

5See Davis, 1966.
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conclusive, it does provide an indication of the predominant effects imposed on the

system by the atmosphere.

The specifications of the test were as followsz

Source: Laser Alignment Helium-Neon Laser - Model 5005
Wavelength = 0.6328 microns

Beam Diameter = 9.53 mm

Beam Area = 72 mmz

Power Density - 30 microwatts/mm2 Max.

- 20 microwatts/mm2 Avg.

Pathlength = 340 meters

Grade to target: -19.89 m

Vegetation: Uniform of 1 meter in height

The test was started just before sunrise (5:30AM), when the probability of a

homogeneous atmosphere is greatest. At this time the laser beam was aimed at the

center of a target and fixed in place. During the day, solar heating warmed the air

and ground creating turbulence along the pathlength. Deviation data of the laser

spot on the target were gathered throughout the day, along with temperature and

wind speed/direction data. These data are presented in the Figure B11 and Table
B1.
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3.1 Comparison of Data to Theory

Size of Received Beam:

The observed dimensions of the bright spot created by the beam was 50 and

55 mm, for horizontal and vertical measurements, respectively. The predicted size
of the received beam for the laser beam propagation test is 52.5 mm by equation

B2.2, The observed size of the beam agrees with section B.2.2.2, where divergence
is controlled by diffusion.

The spread of the laser beam over 400 meters can also be assumed to be
controlled by diffusion. This assumption can be made on the basis of the

agreement of test observations (at 340 meters) and Davis’ assertion in section

B.2.2.2. The spot size over the maximum range of 400 m is predicted to be

approximately 62 mm via equation B2.2 (wavelength = 0.6328 microns, transmitting

aperture = 10 mm).

Deviation from Line of Sight:

The deviation from the line of sight comes in two forms: dance and travel.
The dance component describes the movement of the bright spot, around a "mean"

position in the detector plane. The travel component describes the movement of the

"mean" position in the detector plane.
The maximum dance observed in the propagation test was 1.5 centimeters.

This dance value is slightly higher than the predicted value for beam steer shown in
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figure B8. However, it is assumed that the dance observed in this test was due to
beam steer.

A 99.9% confidence value for a 400 meter site can be extracted.
Extrapolating from figure B8, on a parallel line intersecting 15 mm at 340 meters,
a value of 20 mm is determined for 400 meters, Dividing this value by 3, an

’adjusted’ standard deviation of 6.7 mm is found. This value represents a

consexvative estimate for the beam steer expected at 400 meters,

Another observation from the propagation test is that beam steer appeared to

be random in nature.
n
This observation agrees with those of Pratt, 1969, and Davis,

i

1966, which state that beam steer follows a Rayleigh distribution. The consequence
of this fact is that time averaging can reduce beam steer as a source of
measurement inaccuracy.

The travel observed in the test tracked the mean position of the spot along

a path having primarily a vertical component. The rate of travel observed in the
propagation test ranged from 0 to 7 centimeters/hour. This component of the spot

movement appears to be much more severe than the component of dance. In the

propagation test, deviations of 11 centimeters were observed. For the 340 meter

test site, this computes to a 320 microradian angular deviation. Using this angular

E value for the 400 meter model site, deviation of up to 13 centimeters would be

expected.

It is unlikely, however, that the travel observed in this t€St was caused by

the atmosphere. One hypothetical reason for the travel is thermal expansion of test
equipment. This hypothesis is supported as follows.
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laser used in the propagation test was support by two stainless steel feet.

These feet gave the laser the proper inclination to strike the target. The laser was

housed in a tent during the tCSt. In this tent, a temperature change of 50°F was

possible due to solar heating. A 50°F temperature change would cause a 50

micron expansion in the stainless steel feet. An expansion of 50 microns would

cause a 38 mm travel of the spot on the target. These calculations are shown in

figure B12.

Cinder blocks and a wood pallet formed the base for the laser. The
predicted expansion of the base over a 50°F change is 240 microns. This calculation
is shown in figure B13. A homogeneous expansion of the base would not cause a

significant movement of the spot; however, it is possible that differential expansion
occurred. Differential expansion would contribute to spot travel.

The magnitude of thermal expansion perdicted here indicates that it probably

played a significant role. Soil expansion/settlement and thermal deformation of the

optics in the laser could be other contributors to the spot travel witnessed.
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7.Stainless Steel Foot

Expansion Coefficient of Stainless Steel = 0.00099/100OF
Change in Length of Foot - ——iO0009 * Olm °°° 50

100
= 0.00005m or 50microns .

_ Ochange er Angle 0.0057
Change in Position on Reciever Plane = tan(0.0057°) +<· 340m

= 0.034m
50 um 340mOßm 0.064m

The Base:
Cinder Block = 0.5m Expansion Coef. = 0.00035/100 F
Oak Pallet = 0.1m Expansion Coef. = 0.0030/100 F

Predicted Expansion in Base = (0.00035 * 0.5 + 0.0030 * 0.1) * 50
100

= .000238m or 238microns

Figure B12: Thermal expansion effects of test.
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APPENDIX C

PHOTODETECTORS

Photodetectors can be divided into two categories: [Deboo, 1977]

1)Thermal Detectors: Radiation is absorbed and

transformed into heat. The detector responds to a change

in temperature.

2)Quantum Detectors: Respond directly to incident photons.

This kind of photodetector has the following subgroups

a)Photoemissive: where incident photons free electrons from the detector’s surface.

b)Photoconductive: where the conductivity or the photodetector changes as a

function of incident light.

c)Photovoltaic: where a voltage is generated as light strikes the device.

Photoemissive quantum detectors, in the form of photodiodes, offer the highest

performance for application to ALPS. The performance criteria for the selection of

108
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a photodiode is presented in the section C.1, The theory of the photodiode is

presented in section C.2.

C.1 Performance Characteristic

Two key characteristics govem the selection of the photodetector for
application to ALPS:

1) Risetime: A measure of the speed of response of a photodetector to a step input

light pulse. It is measured a the time required for the detector to respond

from 10% to 90% of its maximum pulse height.

2) Noise Equivalent Power: [Centronics] The minimum incident

power on a photodiode required to generate a photocurrent equal to the total

photodiode noise current is defined as the noise equivalent power, Or NEP.

NEP = noise current (A)
Photodiode sensitivity (A/W)

The NEP is dependent on the bandwidth of the measuring system. This

dependence is removed by dividing the value by the square root of the

bandwidth. This gives an NEP in watts/Hzm. Since the diode power

conversion depends on radiation wavelength, the NEP figure is always quoted

at a particular wavelength. At high frequencies and at very low frequencies,

the noise tends to increase so that the frequency or frequency range over
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which noise is measured should be quoted.

The noise generated by a silicon photodiode, operating under reverse bias, is
a combination of shot noise, due to dark leakage current, and Johnson noise

due to the shunt resistance of the device and the ambient temperature. The

Shot Noise current produced by the reverse leakage current of a device is

given by the formula:

L = (2¢LB)"’

where I, = shot noise current

e = electronic charge (l.6E—19 coulomb)

Id = dark leakage current (amps)

B = bandwidth of the system (I—Iertz)

The Johnson noise contribution is provided by the shunt resistance of the

device, series resistance, and the load resistance. The Johnson noise current is

given by:

Ij = (4DTB/R)"2

where Ij = Johnson noise current
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K = Boltzmann constant (l.38E—23 JK")

T = absolute temperature (K)

R = Resistance giving rise to noise

The total noise current is the root mean square sum of the individual noise

current contributions.

IN: (L2+Ij2)1/2

and NEP = IN/R

The shot noise is the dominant component of the noise current of a reverse

biased photodiode. This is particularly true at higher voltages. If devices are

operated in a photovoltaic mode with zero bias, then the Johnson noise

dominates, since the dark current tends to zero. It is usually the case when

operating in this mode that noise current is reduced to such a degree that the

NEP, and hence the minimum detectable signal, is reduced in spite of some loss

of absolute sensitivity.

C.3 Photodiode Theory [Centronic]

A silicon photodiode is a solid—state device which converts incident light into an

electric current. lt consists of a shallow diffused p-n junction, normally a p-on—n

configuration.

M M _ .
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The p-n junction and the depletion region are of major importance to the
operation of a photodiode. These photodiode regions are created when the operation
p·type silicon doped with acceptor impurities (excess holes) comes into contact with
the n—type silicon doped with donor impurities (excess electrons). The holes and the
electrons experiencing a lower potential on the opposite side of the junction begin to
flow across the junction into their respective lower potential areas. This charge
movement establishes a depletion region which has an electric Held opposite and
equal to the low—potential field and consequently no current flows.

When photons of energy greater the 1.1 eV (the bandgap of silicon) fall on the
·

device, they are absorbed and electron—hole pairs are created. The electron-hole pairs

separated by diffusion, and when the minority carriers reach the junction, they are
swept across by the electric Held. If the two sides are electrically connected, an

external current flows through the connection. If the created minority carriers of that
region recombine with the bulk carriers of that region before reaching the junction
Held, the carriers are lost and no external current flows.

The equivalent circuit of a photodiode is fundamentally a current generator.

The flow of the current develops a load voltage which will forward bias the ideal
3

diode. The junction capacitance depends upon the depth of the depletion layer and

the diffusion area. The shunt resistance is a high value but is an inverse
exponential function of forward voltage, while the series resistance is usually low,
with proper diffusion and metallization processes. °
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Silicon photodiodes are typically sensitive to light in the spectral range from
about 200nm in the near·ultralight (UV) through the visible, to about 1100nm in the

near-infrared (IR). Special device design can enhance responsivity further in, to the
ultraviolet or infrared. Photosensors responsivity (R) is measured in amperes (A) of

photocurrent generated per watt (W) of incident light power. Actual light levels

typically range from picowatts to milliwatts, which generate photocurrents from

picoamps to milliamps. Responsivity in amps/watt varies with the wavelength of the

incident light, with peak values from 0.5 to 0.7 A/W. The silicon photodiode

response is well matched to light sources emitting in the red to violet visible

spectrum, such as He—Ne lasers, GaAIAs and GaAs LEDs and laser diodes, and

Nd:YAGlasers.The

silicon photodiode response is usually linear within a few tenths of a

percent from the minimum detectable incident light power up to several milliwatts.
Response linearity improves with increasing applied reverse bias and decreasing

effective load resistance.

Heating the silicon photodiode shifts its spectral response curve (including the

peak) to the right toward longer wavelengths. Conversely, cooling shifts the curve

to the left toward shorter wavelengths.



APPENDIX D

MANUFACTURED COMPONENTS

This Appendix provides some manufactured components which could be used

in a prototype ALPS system. Pages 115 and 116 describe the Lincoln Laser A/C

synchronous motor model XL. Pages 117 and 118 describe the motor controller for

the XL A/C synchronous motor. Page 119 describes a Spectra Physics laser which

is useable in the ALPS system. Page 120 provides the performance specifications

for several photodiodes produces by Advanced Optoelectronics.
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Recommended for Polygon Mirror maximum diameter 3.275 in. by 1.250 in. wide
General Deeerlprlen _·‘._.*·· ' ·‘ . Y 2 ' ._ scan motor speeds. ForThe M¤¤e•S·22eXLisa¤re- Ü}. · speeds greater than 12,000
Ci$iOh, hiQh'SpG€d, hyS[€•

1 ;._j_ *”‘ ;
'Ä

Or for Grade accu-resis synchronous motor. lt Ä 2 lee ’ * ° 3 Ü 2* racyr we recommend theis specificaily designed for» ___ *‘ LLC models S-225XLlM cr
the easy mounting of a wideÖ _ · — S-225XLOB series.range er peivsen rnirrer . l cuetein modlflcatlons tcsizes- The eaniiievered rnir- » _ elf this standard unit are readilyror method otfers the lowest avallablc cn scaclal ctcacpeeelble Prellle rer eV$tem_$ ,’ Ä T. ' Q· Please contact our Applica-that r~*=¤¤·re epeee 'mmed" -· tions Engineer with youratelyrl above the polygon. specific lacull.amal.lls_Additlonally, lt offers un- _l;. _ -. ;lt_,j_st2‘ .·.l
*restricted360° access to äjj f r = _

'’,, Geeerel Features;
ine mirror tacets. Hvsiereers Syn-
The motor mounting flange .~ ‘ - Ä °m°n°ue' 2 phase 2 p°le°
is precision machined on ·- Ü .

ff speed Raneeelaoo-3o'000
both sides. This, combined ·: · __ 3 RPM (Seen mmm depem
with two concentric Iocating 5 _, ;_ ,_ _ deml
dlernetere end e nettern et ;· _ ll fs,,l,_· el- - Torque Rating: Stator type
tapped holese proyjdes [ne _: de l Y . . '015=1„5lh.OZ. Cm),
engineer with a variety of 2 Steter type 'eee =e*e'n' °z‘
choices of mounting in his e_{..?”-;.Q;€J'I.*‘ (216* gm °ml‘
system. The unit is provided T Rotor lnertla: Rotor only
with a removable metal mir- et t~ J (262 gm cmz), Rotor includ-
ror coverto protectthe poly- *2 ·***°”* ”” ” * * *e‘°·iß“°* ing mirror mount hub with:
gon duringshippingandhandling. mounting flange diameters are pilot diam. .625 (308 gm cm*),
Tha metal mirror ccval is slotted offered as standard, increasing pilot diam. 1.000 (654 gm cms).
for llchl beam access aha can be the versatility of this unit. Housing: black anodized, die cast
left on the unit while in operation, Stator: The low voltage wound„ aiwninurn-
providing additional protection two piece, closed slot stator elimi- Meier weicht (less PelY9er'l)¥ ^P*
for the polygon mirrors. nates eddy current drag on the Pre*· V70 l‘ll°9rer“s· el ez-
Bearlngsz Precision instrument rotor, providing cool running at Mountlng: See O&M drawing re-
quanty Ciass 6 ban beanngs, dou- nign speed- Several Standard wind- verse Side-
bte $hl€lded_wnn phenoggc l-again- ings are offered, enabling optimum Perpendicularity of mounting sur-
erg and Andnk Q lubrjcatjgnr are m8[ChihQ to the POWGT SOUrC€• TBCS to fO[a[iOhal axis is 9Ü° within
used. Life expectancy of 5,000 to opalallha Ilmlaaelons: Tha wide 3 arc min.
i0·000 hei-ire er eeererleh is rYPl' speed range, (1800-30,000) RPM, Rotatlonal Accuracy: This motor iseel· eeeerleehl eperi Veliege ehe of this motor makes it ideal for available in Grade A.
rreeeeheY· many conventional motorapplica- Grade A: Motors of this quality
Shaft: The precision ground,solid, tions. The husky, precision ground level provide shaft rotary orbit
one piece, hardened, thermally .4998 in. diameter motor shaft and angular accuracy of better than
stable, steel rotor eliminates prob- long bearing separation provide an 60 arc seconds, with repeatability
Iems of rotor warp dueto tempera- excellent motor for precision scan- typically betterthan 5arc seconds,
ture rise. Two optional mirror ning applications at low to medium dependent on mirror mass.
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Models 5-225-015-XL, S-225-030-Xl.
‘°‘?.

Fig. 15,: ‘°‘- 1, 23;- Outline & Mounting Drawing,ätieeägz aeg: LLC DWQ. NO. 3-1246-003
’/ Reneqyeplenung;_

,//Z $°'6„”„€°.l;„°§_""° 1. Scanner will accept/»’ _ {,7/ any mirror with max.

&
éf1E';1i?'-21‘$§’1§i""""" €?§§6€.T1i?1“1'l1iÜ Sie to

2 1 2 1 /.666 tip dia. of 3.275.
7- _m 3; 2. All dimensions1 E 29226;; Y im 1 6° ' f shown are in inches.

3,6 I
‘ 1 33026% 1 1, FIK1 , 3. Shown with PO-08-
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Fig. 2 Fig. 4 Fig. 5

2 Phase Schematic Stator T pe 015 Stator T e 030Y YP
90° vFc-2 SINE Mexlmum VFC·2 SINE Mexlmum

wm O2;°"° Vp-p Rms.V Recommended Drive Curvee vp-p Rm6.v Recommended Drlve Cuee111 01 ojig - 41 1 00W. 1 1 11Btk=ß2 R0t8il0l’1 70 35 7035IE T 1 -“ ^‘ 661161116e , A A
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117V
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p,,,,„_ °° °' for acceleration and running, with below are based on maximum recom-B"‘ the resultant currents at synchroni- mended drive curves. lt should be

$1¤1¤Y TYP¢ 030 zation noted. kept in mind that the apparent induc-
60 Hz/6000 RPM

_
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T1 = LLC Pan 6 1-1266-101 1-1266-101 number; 1_3 ARMS = Maximum re. in df?)/8 P0W81’-
¢1 = LL¢ P30 4 1-1272-101 1-1274-101 commended "True RMS" current per These scan motors will exhiblt a case

Wendung =LLC Partei 2-1278-200 2-1280-200 phase. temperature rise of 20°C or less
1 RPM

—
For inforrnation regarding special when driving scan mirror

T1 : LLC Part Q 1-1267-1Q1 1-1269-1Q1 requirements, please contact minimum necessary current.
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The Model VFC·2 motor controller External frequency input- A BNC 0Pli0¤¤| feafufeslis specifically designed to drive connector on the front panel pro- Q,-ysgag oscg"at°„»/dgvgder - fo;Model 225 and 660 variable speed, vides convenient means of speed appßcatjgns dgmandjng excep-2 phase, low VO[t8Q€, ['IYSYSTGSIS COf'|tFO[ from an external fU|'ICt|O|"l tjona| Speed accuyacysynchronous mOfOl’S. QGHGYBXOT Of micro-processor
(see interface requirements, F'¤9·l¤ dl9l*8* ¢¤¤¤*€T · Pl'¤Vld8SStandard Features: bagk page)_ constant monitoring of driver

Operating mode - A front panel output In revolutions per second,,, ,, . . BNC output connector for exter- Th- · _mounted mode switch provides nal frequency counter 'S ¢°¤0*¢*’ 085 8 _¢TY$f8' ilmé
3 switch Se|ectab|€ gperating ° base and can be fl€[d lf1$t8[[€dmode; 10 amp ams meter vor monitoring es a plug-•¤ hwdule- The few. . "f II" di its Ius decimal dis IaVedede eeeed e¤ee*·e·= · Seeed °“"°“*’°““°‘ aß; iaaaaäa aaiaavac aaaaiaiaßä's ° a l m n f fr nt . . .
‘ adlust be by ea S 0 .° Back EMF PTOIGCYIGH. and areviewedthrougharedfiIter/panel mounted course and fine, window10 turn, [OCka'b[€ controls. to von/arnps Output pcwen30,000 RPM is standard; contact
the factory for other speed range Continuously variable current
requirements. control.
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Motor Controller VFC-2

F10- 1 l=lg. 2
Block Dlagram VFC-2

5 4.N Extsmal Ih 1 $•r¤pt•U'— äämnca 1 O—‘U
R/C of motor F11!

1 1 1 ¥=%?¥1¥’¥·°·» t·«~·~¤ r„:.7.;;„:s;;:„„
U

TU
{Counter/Dlaplay I. F 1 E "°°° W ¤' :.°Ä°I"Z'l'Ä.....j„„ „„ “ 1 i

U r
,, "°‘1';,;‘°°‘°*°g

Phuet Motor

am1Z 1 oz
>·Swltch1 1 i.P!‘9£‘Ei Ui
>— - —b

U—— 1137 ——U U>100 U_— 25 " 37 si°i 111 vac )- - -)
B"°“

Clearance 7,00
""‘·' ‘ Pißß 50160 t-1;

Power Input: 117 VAC 50/60 HZ Extemallrequencylnput:8pulses °Gateswitch located in lower rightfused · 3 amps maximum equal 1 motor revolution of front panel.

0 = <1V 110914
isv

_ /$·jgg',;§‘ Orderlng Information:
s Pgwer Output: 7OV pk to pk square BNC mx °$ Standard VFC-2 (less crystal orwave fused - Bamps maximum (4- 1 = >3_5V ' man counter options) Model # VFC-2.5 way binding posts on rear panel) s'*° _ .

Sample Frequency Output: 1 pulse ?tanda(d VSC 2 wlth counter op-
equal 1 motor revolution ton on y · odel # VFC-2C.

output Speed Hansa: Standard - Standard VFC-2 wstn crystal cp-1200 to 30,000 RPM stability @ 0 = < 1V _ mx tipp pnjy - VpC-gx-NNN_25°C arrlbierlt • <2% drlft; UM:$ IBNC (NNN = 1:1_p_S_)
Optional - variable 1 RPM to 1 = >3.5V
12Q_Q()Q RPM cgmact factgry; EX8I‘I‘|plBZ r'nOtOr control with crys-crystal 100 RPM 10 120,000 1qpM ¤rv•tat odntrdt o¤tt¤n= 1¤¤ RPM tal and counter option @ 100 nesmin. to 120,000 RPM readily avail- (5000 ppll,1 - # vr=(;-2Qx-100_able. Typical stability @ 25°C _Interface Requirements: all logic ambjgnt - 12Q ppm drift M¤i¤r h¤¤i<·¤P sshis (¤Pt1¤hdi)in VFC-2 control is 5 volt C-MOS. _ srdsr Pari # 2'i‘i69·1OO^- This ia

c°‘"“°'
°p"°“'

990*1 i° 999*9 a 4 banana jack to 4 pin motor con-rev./second capablllty wlth gate' necmn 6 ft- standard OtherSwnch
"'

io S°°*
p°S't'°"* lengths optional - consult factory.

0001 to 9999 rev./second capa-
bility with gate' switch in 1 sec, Note: 9 ft. max.-recommended for
position. low power appllcatlons.
ThiS option is a plug-in and can For 220V. 1 phase, 50/60 HZ oper-
be installed at the factory or in atlorl (stepdown autotransformer)
1110 field, order part #1-1299-101.

234 E. Mohave, Phoenix, Arizona 85004, (602) 257-0407, FAX (602) 257-0728
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